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Spatial Humanities: The “ability to integrate information from a common location, regardless of format, and to visualize the results in combinations of transparent layers on a map of
the geography shared by the data.”
The Spatial Humanities, David J. Bodenhamer, John Corrigan, and Trevor M. Harris

The Spatial Humanities Kit is a durable
media production tool set designed to
fit in a backpack. The kit’s gear, as well
as the maps one can produce with the
kit, can be created anywhere, and with
any variation of its contents. The kit is
intentionally designed for individuals
who want to learn and play with concepts, technologies, and methods applicable to the spatial humanities. The zine
you are about to read features four possible configurations of the kit’s gear, but
the kit is not limited to these. Gear configurations include a vlogging/interview
assemblage, B-roll assemblage, 360 assemblage, and a locative assemblage.
The zine also includes a brief primer on
GeoJson, allowing users to showcase
their work on a deployable map.
The kit includes the following items, all
of which is adaptable and open to multiple configurations: an introduction to
GeoJson with code also applicable for
Mapbox, Open Street Map, and ArcGIS,
an Insta 360 Camera, Snapchat Spectacles, two Garmin ETreX 20x GPS devices
with pre-installed maps, a Samsung 360
Camera, a chicken foot tripod, Samsung
Gear Oculus HMD, user cell phone cameras, a Skyroam Global Hotspot, a GoPuck Qualcomm Charge 3.0, and a GoPro Session.

Directions

The Spatial Humanities Kit prioritizes access, critical literacies, and civic creativity. Each of these
concepts can be utilized as both a pedagogical tool
and a methodological frame. Experiment! Don’t
get bogged down in the particularities of the method. Let the tools guide your documentation and
narrativization of the spaces you choose!

Access
The kit, as well as the maps one can produce with the kit, can be created anywhere, with any assemblage of gear that users have access to. Each assemblage of gear was created with a stated purpose,
but many other assemblages are possible. The kit is a low-stakes entry point into learning how one can
document, narrativize, and preserve one’s experience of a particular place and time. In the spirit of the
kit’s composition and principles, think about how you can make your use of the kit accessible to your audience. Clarify your own goals for documenting and narrativizing space; keep your audience’s needs in
mind; and, most importantly, don’t be afraid to experiment!
Critical Literacies
Drawing from Jason Farman’s approach to locative media, the kit’s creators have mobilized the kit to
draw on two approaches that parallel spatial humanities work: “site specificity” and “urban markup.” We
did so in a classroom setting, but this is neither a demand nor a necessity. Site specificity, as Farman defines it, pertains to “the unique qualities of a unique location that cannot be transferred onto another
place,” whereas urban markup refers to “the various ways that narrative gets attached to a specific place
in a city.” The spatial humanities kit is designed to capture both simultaneously. The interplay between
documenting what is unique about a particular place and time and how we subsequently attach a narrative to that place and time demands critical reflection. What presumptions are we bringing to the spaces we document? How is our gaze implicated in the stories we tell? Feel free to apply these concepts in
your own use of the kit. Feel free to apply and adapt your own!
Civic Creativity
Play is a legitimate entry point into intellectual work of any kind. Kant’s “free play of the imagination” is
an apposite description of this principle. The kit introduces its users to a rule-governed methodology for
documenting and narrativizing space in the times they have access to it, but without determining what
particular rules should be applied in advance. That being said, all play espouses a method. Civic Creativity, or, as Eric Gordon, Jason Haas, and Becky Michelson define it, is characterized by deliberative acts of
play in which “participants can invent and explore within a safely bounded structure, such that the outcomes of that invention and exploration can be impactful on a civic or community process,” is a helpful
model. The kit compels its users to enter into others’ communities and historical sites--developing a critical understanding of one’s place and impact on those communities and sites is a necessary precursor to
playing with the kit. Remember: free play is not unbounded play. Be respectful of/in the places and times
you document!
Above all, the spatial humanities kit outfits its users with the ability to document, preserve, and share in
the stories we tell about the places and times we inhabit. The kit’s website contains examples, code, and
how-to videos: http://spatialhumanitieskit.org. Take what you need to create!

The Kit
The gear featured in the kit is broken up into four deployable assemblages: Primary Footage, Locative Gear, B-Roll Coverage, and Immersive Media.
Each assemblage has its own use and function, but the gear can be used in
any fashion and in any combination. The projects we feature at http://spatialhumanitieskit.org feature examples of each assemblage. Click around each
map to see the result.
Of the gear featured here, the most important are the Garmin ETrex 20x GPS
devices. Any GPS device will do, but these devices will make your map more
precise. Every other tool featured here is a means of documenting and visualizing the experience of your location. Lists of all gear featured in each assemblage is provided below each picture.
For gear “how-to” videos, see http://spatialhumanitieskit.org
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Gear Pictured:
1. Sony A6300 w/ Rokinon 12mm and Rode mic
2. GoPros on body clips/straps
3. Zoom audio recorder
4. Mobile devices w/Movo lavs
5. Samsung 360 Cameras
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Gear Pictured:
1. Garmin eTrex 10 and 20 GPS
2. Mobile devices with locative maps
3. GoPro5 (Hero and Session) with GPS
4. Samsung 360 Camera

B-Roll & Coverage
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Gear Pictured:
1. Sony A6300 with kit lens and Rode mic
2. GoPro with Timelapse on rotation pod
3. DJI Mavic Pro drone kit

Immersive Media
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Gear Pictured:
1. Samsung 360 Camera and Samsung Galaxy S7
2. Samsung Oculus Gear headset
3. iPhone with Insta360 livestreaming
4. Google Cardboard headset

All of the gear featured above fits in a backpack. It can also be used in any
combination.
Consider three things as your combine gear: 1) location, 2) objective, 3) product. The location of one’s project could largely determine what gear faculty
and students use to produce content for their maps. Drones or 360 cameras may be inappropriate for the story one wants to tell. Relatedly, the objective of one’s project may also determine what gear is necessary. If the goal is
to create 3D experiences of a space, some recording gear may not be necessary. Be mindful of your project, and don’t be afraid leave some work on the
cutting room floor.
**One should always follow local laws and drone policies when using any
gear to document space.

The Code
GeoJson.io is a great tool for simulating the kit’s mapping experience. Think of it like a playground. Users can
use GeoJson.io to familiarize themselves with the interplay of data and code that comprises a mapping project. The map contains every tool and feature of a custom Google Map, except it also teaches users how to
read the code that underlies it. You can save, restart, or abandon any project that you begin.
The left hand side of the screen displays a standard Google map. The right hand side of the screen will display
all of the relevant code and geographic information formative of one’s map. Users can edit information featured on either side.

When a user interacts with the map by placing a marker on a geographic point, the code on the right will immediately update. This holds true for any feature on the left hand side of the page.
Here are the “types” you need to be aware of:
Point: points signify a marker’s location on the map. It marks and visualizes the point’s geographic coordinates. Note: The kit’s Garmin ETreX 20x GPS devices allow users to enter precise geographic information (latitude and longitude) into their map projects.
LineString: Line Strings show how various points on a map are connected. Line String’s connect points without creating an enclosed shape.
Ploygon: Polygons connect points on a map via an enclosed shape. Polygons typically signify special information endemic to a region on a map.

Here’s an example of what the code looks like for a
point:
{

}

“type”: “FeatureCollection”,
“features”: [
{
“type”: “Feature”,
“properties”: {},
“geometry”: {
“type”: “Point”,
“coordinates”: [
--73.624174,
40.6887354
]
}
}
]

This is an exact copy of what would appear on GeoJson.io; it is also a simplified version of what you can
edit when you create your own map. Notice how the
code changes for a Line String that exists between two
points on the map:
{

}

]

}

“type”: “Feature”,
“properties”: {},
“geometry”: {
“type”: “LineString”,
“coordinates”: [
[
-73.64502668380737,
40.664127503842785
],
[
-73.62908363342285,
40.68786263500829
]
]
}

You’ll notice that that all of the information on the
right hand side of the screen contains a name and a
value. For example, “type” : “point” or “coordinates”
: [longitude, latitude]. Even if you’ve never coded anything before, the name/value relationship is all you
need to be aware of while using GeoJson. Know what
you are editing (name) with what information you
want to plug in (value).

All maps featured at http://spatialhumanitieskit.org utilize MapBox--a vector-based platform for map creation
with free options for use. You can make your own map
with the GeoJson.
Here is a sample of GeoJson in a deployable format
(see ‘map’ section below):
{

type: ‘Feature’,
“geometry”: { “type”: “Point”, “coordinates”:
[-73.629128, 40.6868917]},
“properties”: {
‘title’: ‘Molloy College’,
‘marker-color’: ‘#FFD700’,
‘marker-symbol’: ‘monument’,
‘marker-size’: ‘medium’,
‘images’: [
[‘http://molloymediaarchaeology.org/images/adriana_house.jpg’,’The property would have provided a
clear view of the battle, which was fought between
the troops of King William III and King James II on the
south bank of the River Boyne.’],
[‘http://molloymediaarchaeology.org/images/
grant_battle6.jpg’,’Behind the house, one can see the
numerous, detailed reproductions of weaponry which
would have been used when the Battle of the Boyne
took place in 1690.’],
[‘http://molloymediaarchaeology.org/images/
grant_battle7.jpg’,’The large cannon-ball hole at the
front of the house is representative of the estimated
1500 lives that were lost during the fateful battle.’]
]
}
},
**Note: The code above features GeoJson elements
that GeoJson.io does not. Here, you can add titles,
marker colors, symbols, and sizes. You can also add images, videos, and descriptions. The selection of code
above can be reproduced for multiple points on a single map.

The Map
A fully deployable map is available in .txt format at http://spatialhumanitieskit.org
Review the code (it contains minimal directions for each section) and follow the directions below to edit and deploy your own map! In order to use the code above, visit Mapbox to obtain an access token: https://www.mapbox.com/help/define-access-token/
Here’s an example of what the code and access token looks like:
pk.eyJ1IfoibWFwcGxlZ2EiLBJhIjoiY2lqbzk3aGVlMDB2bHRvbTVvNXB1azZxdyJ8.PpTLv2su5er4HqXhF-LK7A

Once you’ve obtained your token, you will place in the following code, featured in the .txt file above. You will
find this sequence of code below the Map’s CSS.
<!-- API ACCESS FOR THE MAP -->
<script src=’https://code.jquery.com/jquery-1.11.0.min.js’></script>
<script>
L.mapbox.accessToken = ‘INSERT API KEY HERE’;
var map = L.mapbox.map(‘map’, ‘mapbox.streets’, {
container: ‘map’,
});
Now you are ready to start adding your own data to the map!

Pedagogy
Pedagogically speaking, all projects that we showcase encourage both a variety of leadership and creative roles
in production and digital media application. Students are encouraged to take leadership roles, identifying teammates’ skills and knowledge through conversations about past experience and technical know-how, as well as a
willingness to try new gear. Through a coaching based teaching method, instructors imbue students with the responsibility to delegate tasks while also encouraging apprehensive students to attempt new skills. For example,
if a student is less experienced with shooting video, a more experienced student can assist and teach the group
under the guidance of the instructor.
Further, students should feel confident in creative approaches to the utilization of the kit. Instructors should encourage “creative misuse” of the technologies (see Jason Farman’s work in The Mobile Story). Creative misuse
should be both reawarded with positive reinforcement. Students should be guided through possible uses and
applications in other media and coding projects. Creative misuse should be documented in the project and archived for future deployment on other maps. Finally, students would ideally take ownership of their creative interventions and encouraged to make futher attempts regardless of possible use in the final project.
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Tools
GeoJson.io
Mapbox.com
GeoJson IETF: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7946
Using GeoJson with Leaflet: https://leafletjs.com/examples/geojson/
Test Your GeoJson: http://geojsonlint.com/
Processing GeoJson Data in R: https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/geojsonR/vignettes/the_geojsonR_
package.html
Image Compressor: http://compressimage.toolur.com/

Our Projects
Three examples of the kit’s use can be found at http://spatialhumanitieskit.org.
Individually, they can be found at the following websites:
				
				 1. The Space Between Us http://thespacebetweenusmap.org/
				 2. Molloy Media Archaeology: http://www.molloymediaarchaeology.org/
				 3. LHSC Media Archaeology: http://www.lhscmediaarchaeology.org/
The Space Between Us serves as a practice project and example.
Here high school students were directed to utilize components of the kit to document historical sites in the cities where they live as well as mark a visual difference in the spaces physical transformation. Students utilized
their mobile device camera to capture GPS data embedded within the EXIF data of the image. The students
used the kit’s Sony A6300 camera with the 12mm landscape lens to accurately contextualize their space. This
same rig is utilized on the chickenfoot tripod for vlogging with the addition of the Rode DSLR microphone.
(Additional audio can be recorded with the Movo lavaliers on a mobile device.) Lastly, students mounted the
Samsung 360 camera to capture the immersive scene where they were recording data.
On the one hand, students utilized Garmin ETreX 20x GPS devices to mark their location in the spaces they documented. On the other hand, students utilized the DJI Mavic Pro drone to contextualize the GPS data within
the surrounding landscape. The drone is used to record both video and stills from various heights (allowed by
region) from 5 meters to 1000 meters.
Finally, they were directed to account for the history of the space and time they set out to document. Further,
they were asked to account for their own experience of that space and time, including the time of their documentation.
This project represents what can be accomplished with the kit on a small or local scale. Feel free to redploy the
project as it suits you!

#MOLLOY
NEWMEDIA
MolloyNewMedia.com

spatialhumanitieskit.org

